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We present a class of second-order conservative finite difference algorithms for solving
numerically time-dependent problems for hyperbolic conservation laws in several space
variables. These methods are upwind and multidimensional, in that the numerical fluxes are
obtained by solving the characteristic form of the full multidimensional equations at the zone
edge, and that all fluxes are evaluated and differenced at the same time; in particular, operator
splitting is not used. Correct behavior at discontinuities is obtained by the use of solutions to
the Riemann problem, and by limiting some of the second-order terms. Numerical results are
presented, which show that the methods described here yield the same high resolution as the
corresponding operator split methods. © 1990 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last several years, there has been considerable development of upwindtype numerical methods for solving nonlinear systems of hyperbolic conservation
laws in several space dimensions. These methods, generally speaking, are all secondorder extensions of Godunov's first-order method [11]. They incorporate into the
numerical solutions the nonlinear wave propagation properties of the solution, in
the form of Riemann problems and characteristic equations, leading to algorithms
which are robust and accurate, even in the presence of nonlinear discontinuities.
However, all of the methods currently in use are derived using the characteristic
form of the equations in one space dimension, with most of these algorithms being
extented to several space dimensions using operator splitting. Nonetheless, these
algorithms, particularly the operator split ones, have been quite successful in resolving
complex patterns of interacting discontinuities and smooth waves; for further
details see [22] and the references cited there.
In this paper, we will consider a class of conservative finite difference algorithms
.. Work supported by the Applied Mathematical Sciences subprogram of the Office of Energy
Research of the U.S. Department of Energy at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory under Contract
DE-AC03-76SF00098; by the U.S. Defence Nuclear Agency under DNA task code Y99QAXSG; and by
the Office of Naval Research under Contract NOOOl4-76-C-0316.
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for hyperbolic conservation laws in several space variables which do not make use
of operator splitting, for which the multidimensional wave propagation properties
of the solution are used to calculate fluxes. U nsplit schemes are customarily used
in a variety of applications, including petroleum reservoir simulation [18],
ionospheric physics [24], and Lagrangian hydrodynamics [1]. Thus, one of our
goals is to provide algorithms which have the same robustness and resolution as the
existing operator split algorithms, but which have the same unsplit structure as the
existing algorithms used in the applications codes in those areas. In addition, there
are two specific applications for which these methods were developed which are the
subject of our current research. One is as a method to be coupled with a front
tracking method [3], where the tracked front is represented locally by a polygonal
line which divides the cells into two pieces. In each piece, the solution is updated
by a method that is necessarily unsplit, in order to preserve the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations for the tracked front. The second application is as a starting point for the
extension to more than one space dimension of implicit/explicit methods of the type
discussed in [10]. In these methods, propagation along each of the characteristic
families is treated implicitly or explicitly, depending on whether the eFL number
for that characteristic is greater than or less than 1. Thus we require an explicit
algorithm with properties similar to those of the I-dimensional algorithms in [7],
but which can be hybridized continuously to an implicit algorithm, in order to have
steady states which are independent of J t.
The design of the algorithm described here is broken into two steps. First, we
specify an algorithm for a linear scalar advection equation, which. in smooth
regions, is second-order accurate, to which a monotonicity condition, related to
those used in [20J for advection algorithms in one dimension, is applied. We then
construct the algorithm for systems by introducing a predictor-corrector formalism
and by replacing various derivatives in the predictor step by finite differences, using
the advection algorithm as guide: upwind differences for advection become
differences of Godunov fluxes for systems, and monotonized central differences for
advection become monotonized central differences with monotonicity constraints
applied to the appropriate choice of transformed variables. Independently of the
present work, van Leer also derived multidimensional upwind methods for hyperbolic conservation laws, following a similar line or reasoning; in particular, both
methods lead to the algorithm for advection given in the next section. However, his
extension to systems is rather different from the predictor-corrector formalism
described here; for details, see [21J.
A major problem in the program outlined above is the specification of design
criteria which guarantee oscillation-free results, even in the one for a linear scalar
equation. The principal criterion in one space dimension is that the scheme be total
variation diminishing [13]; however, a straightforward generalization of this
criterion to more than one dimension has been shown in [12] to imply that the
scheme is at most first-order accurate for smooth solutions. The approach taken in
the present work is to specify cetain necessary conditions that the scheme must
satisfy, and which are satisfied by the schemes described here. These are:
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(1) For a i-dimensional problem aligned with one of the grid directions, the
algorithm should reduce to a second-order Godunov method of a type described
in [7].
(2) The second-order scheme without limiting, and the first-order sche~e
obtained by imposing the full limiting of the fluxes at all mesh points, should have
as linear difference schemes, the same CFL stability limit on the time step. This
CFL stability limit should be the same as for an operator split scheme, with the
component i-dimensional algorithm as in [7].
(3) In the case of linear advection, the fully limited scheme should satisfy a
maximum principle.

In the following, we will restrict our attention to the case of two space variables.
Although the formalism developed here carries over to higher dimensions, the
trade-offs between performance and cost change as the number of dimensions g!'ow;
a proper evaluation of what those trade-offs are can only be made by numerical
experimentation. In three dimensions, such a study wouid strain the capabilities af
present computer technology. Some discussion of these considerations will be made
in the final section of this paper.

i.

ADVECTION ALGORITHMS

We consider the scalar advection equation in two space variables

cp

-+u.Vp=O

at

X={X,y},

p=p(X,t)

v=(~
~\
ex' cYJ

u=(u.l')

U,V>O.

We want to solve numerically initial value problems for (1.1 J. To this end, we
will attempt to construct algorithms which generalize upstream-centered algorithms
in [20J to two space variables, without replacing the operator approximating the
time evolution of (1.1) by the product of l-dimensional evolution operators. Our
strategy will be to start from a well-behaved first-order upwind algorithm for
solving (1.1). We add to the evolution operator the terms necessary to make the
algorithm second-order accurate in a way such that they can be limited. i.e ..
subtracted off, at discontinuities.
Let Ax, A)' be spatial increments, At a time increment. We assume that we know
p:~, the average of p at time ttl:

I P(

1 '
n
Pi,j=-

([ i.j" ~1.J

X,

•
t fl I\ ax.
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We wish to calculate p;:tI, the solution to (1.1) at time til + l=l"+At, A natural
algorithm for doing this IS to trace backward in time from t n + At the set A, . along
'~J '
the characteristics of (1.1), to obtain ,1',
Then p"1,1+ 1 is set equal to the average
E,}
over ,1;,] of the trivial interpolation function p'(x) = P;'~f jf X E Ai,f:
n+l
P"j

1 j' ,P I (x, y)dxdy
=-;;i, J

L1 {,j

where the Ak'S are the areas in each of the four upstream zones swept out by u, as
indicated in Fig. 1.
We can put this scheme in explicit conservation form
U ,1 t
1 ,
+12
V At.
1 .,
1 '
I
=pll .+ __
()+--(p"+
:~.,_p"~ :-,)
p ':+
I.J
I.j
Jx (p"+;_pn
l-l'~,J
1+I.2,j
,1y
I,J-l.~
l,j+l,2

II

+ 1:'2

Pi,f+ 1/2 =

n

U

At (

Pi,j+ 2 Ax

n

(1.3)

n )

Pi-I,j- Pi,}

(1.4 )
" + 1/2 _

PiT

1,2.j -

At"
Pi,j + 2 Ay (p i,jn

V

n .

1 -

P;,),

One way of deriving the formulas for p;I:/~2i' PZ;}:~~'2 is to notice that they are the
averages of pI over the region swept out by the characteristics through the zone
edges centered, respectively, at (i + ~,j) and (i, j +~) (Fig. 2), We shall refer to this
scheme as the corner transport upwind (CTU) scheme, since it takes into account
the effect of information propagating across corners of zones in calculating the flux.
This scheme is first-order accurate, It also satisfies a maximum principle, since
P;':l~,i" P;:;;~~2 are weighted sums, with nonnegative weights, of values of the
solution at time til,

FIG, 1. The region over which we average pi to obtain the new value for p is outlined with a dotted
line. It is obtained by following the integral curves of the vector field u (in this case, straight lines) backwards in time by j t from points in L1;}'

i.i'S
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-U£lt~
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~ ~>~;
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-U~tV

I

!
F!G. 2. The shaded rtgion is the region over which one averages pi to ohtain the CTU fiu;; at the
zone edge bounding that region. It is the set of all points from wl"-jch characteristics can reach that zont!
edge between time I" and Tn + .o1!.

One fact tbat is immediately seen from the formula given above for the flaxes
is the difference between the CTU scheme and the conventional donor cell
differencing. In the latter case, p7-~ II},} = P;:j' p7.7~}2 = .0" . Thus, in this scheme, we
are adding a time-centered correction term to the donor-cell flux which estimale5
the effect on the flux of the gradients in the transverse direction. This corresponds
to subtracting from the donor cell algorithm a term which, to leading order in the
truncation error, is always destabilizing. This is reflected in the differing CFL tIme
step limits for the two schemes:

vJt\

UAt

CTU: max ( - - . - - I
Ax· Jy /

uAt

~
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.lir '" -,

,1x

where (l.S) is a sufficient condition, and (1.6) is a necessary condition, as is eady
check ed using Fourier analysis.
One can view schemes of the form (1.3 H 1.4) as being predictor-corrector
schemes. One regards the calculation of p7:: t:f.J' P7.;).} 1 as the predictor step, with
the conservative differencing as the corrector step. Thus, if ,0;'; /)1 were to be
calculated in such a way as to have a local truncation error of 0(Ll(2) in smooth
regions, then the scheme would be second-order accurate. To ohtain such a~
. t e lor
to
h
est:ma
Pi12-'-1·2
+ VJ..j one must ave
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The only terms in (1.7) missing for the CTU flux (1.4) are the ones involving 1.:'1 p!ox.
Thus, we add that term to p7:1.~j to obtain a second-order flux:
n+ li2 _ n (AX
At) AXPi,j v At n
II
Pi+l·2.j-Pi.j+ 2 -uT ~-2Lfy (Pi,j-Pi,j-d·

(1.8)

Here A'~Pi,i/Ax should be a difference approximation to (oP/OX)/Ii.1x.j,dy), and AXp
should also be limited to suppress oscillations at discontinuities. The simplest choice
is a central difference approximation to (fJp/ox), with the I-dimensional limiter
given in [20J:

x sgn(p7+ l,j- p7-,.)
=

0

otherwise.

(1.9 )

Similarly, we define

where jYp is a monotonized central difference formula, such as the one given by
(1.9) with the roles of i and j reversed. Because of the nonlinear switch in the definition of Lfxp, j.l'p, one cannot perform a formal error analysis on this algorithm.
However, in smooth regions, one expects AXp, AYp to be given by the central difference operators (AXph;=!(Pi+l.j-Pi_l,j), (AYp)i.J=~(pi,.i+l-Pi'J-d. In this
case, one can perform the linear error analysis and find that the scheme is secondorder accurate. We have also calculated the amplification factor and evaluated it
numerically; we have found that, as long as the time step satisfies (1.5), the secondorder algorithm does not amplify any Fourier modes.
There is not a great deal one can say about the mono tonicity properties of this
algorithm, save that, when the slopes are fully limited, i.e., AYp = AXp = 0, it reduces
to the first-order CTU scheme described above. In order to have this property, it
is necessary to treat the spatial derivatives in the predictor step in a non-symmetric
way: the derivatives in the direction tangent to the zone edge are approximated by
upwind differences, and are not subject to monotonicity constraints, while the
derivatives in the direction normal to the zone edge are approximated by
monotonized central differences. For linear advection of a discontinuity oblique to
the grid, the algorithm appears to produce monotone results.
A different approach to the one taken here, more in line with the geometric
constructions in [20J, would be to construct piecewise linear interpolants of p,
suitably monotonized, and to integrate over surfaces swept out by the characteritics
to obtain fluxes, similar to what was done to obtain the flux form (1.4) for the CTU
scheme. We have not done so here: for a development along such lines, see [21].
However, for strongly nonlinear problems. we find that a somewhat more elaborate
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treatment of the transverse derivatives than simply 'ising first-order upwind
differencing will be rcquired, leading to an algorithm which is intermed.iate in
complexity. This algorithm will be discussed in the next section.

2.

SYSTEMS OF CONSERVATION LA"'!S

In this section, we will consider algorithms for solving numerically ,he initiai
value problem

au

-+V·F=O

ct

U(x, tl = U: Rl x [0, T]

F = (F", FYi

Eo

R,\J

X

--7'

R"

R V:

U(X,O)=Uc!X},

For each 11 E R2 we define the projected equations (along n) to be the! -dimensionid
system of conservation laws
F"( U) = n . F( U).

{2.1}

We say that the system (2.1 ) is hyperbolic if, for every n the projected equations

FIG. 3.

Ch'iracteristic surfaces in two space dimensions. 1 is a curve in the spatial plane wi~h nonna;
::1 space-lime passing through r

vecto~ field n. and 5' is one of the .4f characteristic surfaces
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(2.2) are hyperbolic, i.e., that the linearized coefficient matrix VuFD = AD has At! real
eigenvalues A"' I ~ '" ~ A:" M corresponding to AI linearly independent left and right
eigenvectors (lD.", I'D.,,), V = 1, ... , M. We also have An = n· A, where A = (A \ AY),
AX = VcFx, A.I' = V uF-". The left and right eigenvectors can be chosen so as Lo be
biorthonormal, i.e" /n.". rD.,,' = 6",,,,. so that the expansion of a vector IF E R·~f in
terms of the I'D. "'s is given by II' = '"
,_
aD, "1'0." with Ci(D, I' = /0", . w.
"" -1, ... ,.\-1
,
Our algorithm for the calculation of conservative fluxes is motivated in part by
a version of the multidimensional theory of characteristics, which we review briefly
here; for a more extensive discussion, see [8, 16]. If r is a curve in the plane
SM called characteristic surfaces,
{(x, t): t = to}, then there exist surfaces
passing through r, such that the normal to S" at a point (x, t) is of the form
(n, _A. D,"), where A.D,I' is the vth eigenvalue of the projected equations in the
direction of the unit vector n (see Fig. 3). The significance of these surfaces is that
along each of these surfaces, a continuous, piecewise C 1 solution to (2.1) satisfies
the following interior partial differential relation:

S" . .,

= /n,,,. (a8~T + (n. A)(n. VU) + (t ·A)(t· VU»)

=In.\'.(~~ +AD"'D.VU+(t.A)(t.VU»),

(2.3 )

where t is a unit vector orthogonal to n in the plane. Since (AD, "0, 1) and (t, 0) are
tangent to S", then (2.3) contains only derivatives in directions tangent to S". In
particular, if we define d/da v to be differentiation in the direction of the vector field
(A. D, "n, 1), then (2.3) becomes
/D,,'. :~ +

un"'. At)(t. VU) = 0;

(2.4 )

i.e., we obtain the ordinary differential relation from the theory of characteristics in
one dimension for the system projected in the 0 direction, with the derivatives in the
t direction acting as source terms.
Finally, we assume that the Riemann problem for the projected system (2.2) is
well posed for all n E R 2, i.e., that the initial value problem for (2.2) given by
for

X< 0

for

X>O

has a unique solution with appropriate entropy conditions, for any choice of U L,
U R for which (2.2) is hyperbolic. This solution is a function only of the similarity
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variable yjr: throughout this paper, when we require the solution to a Riemann
problem, it will be at the point xft = o.
We assume, as in the scalar case, that we know U;:J' the average of the solution
over ,'il}' the zone centered at (i Jx, j Jy):

U;:,. = - 1
"

i'

j

f" J

U(x,

dx.

L1,o)

(] i.j

We want to extend the algorithm described in the previous section to calcuiate
I. The difficulty here is that the different modes of wave propagation can carry
gradient information from different sides of the zone edge where the flux is to be
evaluated. We solve this problem by using predictor calculations similar to (1.8; to
calculate two ,tates at a zone edge, representing the propagation of signals co:rr:ing
from the left and the right of the zone edge. We then obtain a single value for the
flux by solving a Riemann problem given the two states, with the jump assume~ 10
be parallel to the zone edge.
The algorithm can be broken up into the following four steps:

U;:r

the calculation of monotonized central difference approximations to

( I)

J""[]

- aUI

~--~

Jx

ax

,
(iJ <. jJl')

(2) the construction of time-centered left and right states at the zone
Tn + l,2
U,,+l.2
'('
l) . . . . . . )
nd [;'''~!.:'
,,"+ 1 2
d
e ges.. U i+12.j.L'
i+l2JR at \.1+'2 aX,}Ll."', a..
;.J+l2.L' liij+~'2.R. at
(i ,;ix, U+~) /1y};

(3) the solution of the Riemann problem at the zone edges for the projectcc
equations along the normal to that zone edge, given '.he left and right states com1.2 . U n + 1 : 2 .
Puted ir ()'I ~ '0 obtain U'.'t++ 1,'2_-,'
l,)+ 1/2"
.i

(4)

-

l.

the

conservative

differencing

of the

!1uxes

F:.,.1.2,I=F"(U7:iL,)

12 ,) to obtain U,,+l.
F,"[,./+1 / 2 =FY(U"+
1,)+LL'
l,j

un',I+

1-

•

un;. ./ +.:!..:.
(FXi-I:2,j- F ;+J:2.,
Jx
X

)

+~
L1y (F)1,,--12

We will describe the details of only the calculation of F~+ l2. i; the other fluxes
arc calculated along the same lines, interchanging the roles of i and j, x and y.
The calculation of slopes follows the pattern seen in the scalar case: we use cer:·
tral ditTcrence to approximate the spatial derivatives of U and constrain them
a 1-dimensional monotonicity algorithm. In imposing monotonicity constraints,
there are two strategies which have been used successfully in one dimension. The
first is to perform a nonlinear change of variables such that the new dependent
variables are the Riemann invariants, i.e., a set of \'ariahles (Vi, ... , 1,M)T such tha:
tv. V'L v" = 1\, , and interpolate those variables componentwise using monotonized
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interpolation such as the one given for the scalar case in the previous section. This
procedure can be done only for special systems, since such a set of Riemann
invariants does not, in general, exist when M> 2. A variation on this procedure is
done for Euler's equations for compressible flow, where the primitive variables are
interpolated; this is discussed in Section 4. The second approach, due to
Harten [14], is to expand the central difference approximation to the spatial
derivatives in terms of the right eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix of the
linearized equation and constrain the amplitudes in that expansion. Since the latter
procedure is well defined for general systems of conservation laws, we will describe
it here.
To calculate (LlXU)i,j we define the expansions,
2I(Ui+

l.j-

U
) " \' x'
i- I.j = L,., r:t.c r ' ,

"l(TT
-U',J )_"
v x."
... t.-i+l,J
-L,.,r:t.Rr •

(2.5)

where IX,", r",I', AX'" are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the equations projected
in the x coordinate direction. Then (L1 x U)i,] is given by
(2.6)

(X" =

min(lct~l, IC(~I, IQ{~I)

x sgn{()(~)

if

(X~ct~>O

otherwise.

=0

Next, we define the left and right states at the zone edges Ur:/:~j,L> u7:HL,R'
We extrapolate from the zone centers on either side of the zone edge at
((i + ~) Ax, j L1y), using a formula similar to (1.7):
+1"
AxoU AtoU
U',',+1:2,],S
'~, =U~I
,+--+-,+k,J- 2
2

ex
at
L1x au L1t (OF OF)')
= U;'+k,J±T ax -2" ox + oy,
X

=

U'!

,+

,+k,]

(+ Ax _
-

2

AtAX) OU _ At a£>'.
2
ox 2 OJ'

(2.7)

Here, and in what follows, we use expressions such as (2.7) involving the symbols
±, k) to mean a pair of expressions: one with (S, ±, k) replaced by (L, +,0),
the other with (S, ±, k) replaced by (R, -,1).' In calculating U7:bi,J,s, we
approximate oU/8x by the monotonized central differences LlxU/Ax and the oFY/iJy
term by a difference of Godunov fluxes, the extension to nonlinear systems in one
dimension of upwind differencing for linear scalar equations.
(S,
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iL

It is convenient to view the calculation of U~: lL.L; T)'/;
R as consisting of
two steps, the first involving the monotonized central difference approximations to
i3[}/C".\, the second involving the transverse derivatives:
Ax A:
\ au
u., 1-+-1,..:..,.5
,. = U '1 _.+ (' +--AX J\ -.i-t"k.)

-...,

.,
.~

L

/

r

l , .•

'--'.\'

!n order to calculate 0, + 1.1. ,.5 for linear problems, it would suffice simply w
replace au/ax by tLlXU)ijdx. However, we make two changes in (2.8). which. for
constant coefficient problems, are redundant operations leading to identical valu,;;s
for U~:
I'
but which have been seen to lead to a somewhat more robust
algorithm for strongly nonlinear problems. This first is to discard in the cU/ex term
the components corresponding to characteristics which do not propagate tOl/yards
the zone edge. The second is to introduce arbitrary reference states 0 L, [r R' t"king
advantage of the fact that the characteristic projection operators appearing in belch
the construction of the left and right states and in the solution of the Riemann
probiem act on increments of U. The resulting algorithm is given as follows:

u.

"(\ \

I~'
,:....:.\J,

\,. ±;C(,I(L',+kJ»O

The reference states [; L' [; R are chosen so as to reduce to as great an extent as
possibie the size of the sum of the terms multiplied by the characteristic pro:ectiofl
operators P 5' One possibility is to take

c-

L

=

u"+(~-maX(AX.M(u.j o)~l_\
/vr'-.
~'Av! -. u,./
'.j

')

~

, . ./.,

-

,'\./

The additional cost of applying the characteristic projection opera'cors is small.
Because of the monotonicity algorithm, we already know the expansion Of iVU in
terms of the right eigenvectors. Applying the characteristic projection operators to
("YU) is accomplished by setting to zero the coefficients of the ~igenvec(or expansion of (Ax[J) which have associated propagation speeds with the wro,'g siguo
Finally, the calculation of the terms involving A x is easily accomplished using the
fact that the projection operators are sums of eigenprojections of AX, implying that
P~.Ax ,dxU = L± >0 lX·"a:"rY " . Using this fact, and with the above choice of Pi,
OR; we obtain the following explicit expression for (2.10):
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At
U i+I.'2,j.L- U L +__
2Ax
A

_

"

L.

(lX,M
Ai,j

lX",)

-Ai.}

"<,v.x.v

lX i.}',.)

\I:l;~~l > 0

At
U.1+1:2,J,R.
- U R +_
2Ax
A

_

"L.

(2.12 )
lX,V) x." .X."
Ai+I,j-A'+I,j lXi+I,/i+I,j'

(lX,1

• \I:;.:~·J.J < 0

where the 1X~;'s are the expansion coefficients of (AXU)i,J given by (2.6). This procedure is essentially that given in [7] for computing the left and right states for the
1-dimensional algorithm, applied to the case of piecewise linear interpolation.
To complete the calculation of Ur:l~,i.j,S we approximate (oP/oy)ltitlx,MI') by
some appropriate upwind flux difference, The simplest choice is to use Godunov's
first-order method to evaluate eFv/oy. If we define U;')+1.'2 to be the solution to the
Riemann problem for the projected equations along the y-direction, with left and
right states

(2.13 )
then
(2.14)

is a sufficiently accurate approximation to (2.9) to yield an algorithm that is
second-order accurate, For problems involving moderately strong nonlinear discontinuities which are oblique to the mesh directions, it is necessary to use a slightly
more complicated algorithm to evaluate the effect of the transverse derivative term
(oP/oy)(.1t/2) on the left and right states, This term estimates the change in the
solution due to the y-gradients. In the case of an oblique discontinuity, if the
estimate is sufficiently different from the actual change calculated in the conservation step, the solution will overshoot, or the discontinuity will spread, depending on
the relative signs of the gradient and the error. To alleviate this problem, we use an
estimate for oFYjoy which is closer to what we will actually use in the conservation
step, by taking UL + 1,2 to be the solution to the Riemann problem for the
equations projected along the y-direction with left and right states
T

T

(Ui,j+ 1,2.L' Ui,j+ 1,2.

A

R) =

(U,,)+ 1,2,L,

A

U i,) + 1'2,R),

(2.15)

where 0;,)+ 1;2,L' Ui. j + li2,R is computed using the analogue of (2.10) for the zone
edge at (i .1x, (j + HAy).
Given the left and right states defined as above, we solve the Riemann problem
for the I-dimensional equation projected along the x direction to obtain
In the case of constant coefficient equations, it is easy to chec~ tha~ U7:U.i satisfies
the following linear equations, independent of the choice of U L> U R:

U7:rL.

/,'2
I x.• . (U"+
i+liz.j-

U

1+1,I2.j,v

)

T
At 1-"<'" .(P'(U
)
Fy(u Ti+k,j-L'2 » -- 0,
-2Ay
.
i+k.i+1I2 -

(2.16 )
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where
if

= U ''TI.,
.'
-

At )

1
Lj·'U)., '.
( -+):~'\'-2
2Ax'
.,1."

A:~'\'

>0

otherwise.

This is a finite difference approximation to the characteristic form of Eqs. t2,4) on
the M characteristic surfaces intersecting the line {(x, y): x = (i + !.l.1x] at tme
tnT 1 2. The proof is a routine calculation using the characteristic projeC!iQ11
operators; the key fact that is required is that the solution to the Riemann problem
for (2.2) with left and right states n L , W R is given by
T

W=PLWL+PRW R,

where P L, P R are the projection operators defined in (2.10). In the case where the
equ.ations are nonlinear, but the solutions are smooth. U;::
satisfies (2.16',
modulo terms which are second order in the mesh spacing, provided that
f/, - U;'+ k,j is of the order of the mesh spacing, where the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are evaluated at U;': i\\ This fact describes one sense in which the
algorithm described here is upstream-centered for smooth solutions: the value of
the predictor U;':.l,i, is given as a solution to lH linear equations which are 5.nite
difference approximations to the characteristic equations.
Finally, we need to specify a bound on the time step for stability. We expect that
the CFL condition should be given by

lL

max
',j.\'

Atll At/-,
Atl\)~ 1,
('I'<;'-,
Ax
LlJ

12.!'i)

by analogy with the stability condition (1.5) for the advection equation. In the case
where AX and A)' commute, the above stability condition holds in the sense that i~
held for the scalar equation, i.e., that the fully limited scheme, and the scheme
without limiting. both have (2.17) as necessary and sufficient conditions for Founer
stability. This follows easily from the analogous result for scalar equations, plus the
fact that the system can be diagonalized. We have not proven (2.17) for any
problem for which AX and A.I' do not commute. However, we have used the above
condition as a time step control for our gas dynamics calculations and have seen
no evidence of instability.

3.

QUADRILATERAL GRIDS

The above algorithm can be extended to the case of arbitrary quadrilateral grids.
For the purposes of deriving the algorithm we will assume that our grid come!'. from
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a smooth coordinate mapping, although the final differcncc algorithm will be
expressed only in terms of differences bctween coordinates of the corners of the
quadrilateral mesh.
We now assume that our computational domain is divided into quadrilaterals
Ai,} with corners located at (X i + 1 .2./+ 1 '2,Y;rI2,/1-1.'2)' Furthermore, we assume
there is a smooth map (;, '1) ~ (x, y) between some coordinate space and physical
space, with a rectangular mesh in (~, 17) space with corners located at (; i ~ 12,
IJj+ 1'2) such that (x;+ 1,'2,}+ 1-'2, Yi+L2,}+ 1.'2) = (X(Si+ I/Z, IJj+ \'2)' Y(~;+ liZ' 'Ij+ 1,2))'
We can transform the system (2.1) to the (;.'1) coordinate system:
iJ(JU)

of'

iJF~

Of

Cc;;

iJlJ

-,-+---;;-;;-+-=0

(3.1 )

J = Det(V, ~,ry)(x, Y))

F"=o' ·F

Without loss of generality we assume here that J> O. We define finite difference
approximations to the derivatives of the grid mapping function:

(A ~x),..} = ~((,1;x )i,J + 1'2 + (A'x L.} - 12)
(A "x)i,j =

t( (J/IX); +

1,2.}

(3.2)

+ (A"x )i- 11.)

(Ji.j=!((X ii 1,1,1 -L2-,"(;-12,)1 Uj(J';+1,2,jl-Il- J',-1.'2,}-1.2)

+ (X; + 1'c.) + 11 -

Xi

12,j

1'2)( Yi- 1.2,j 4 1 2 -

Yi +

1.2, j - 1.2))'

Using these finite differences, we can make the connection between the mapping
derivatives appearing in the transformed equations (3.1) and the geometry of the
finite difference grid in physical space (Fig. 4): (Jij~J(~i' IJj) ASiA11} is the area of
the (i, J)th zone, and n C As, ~ -(A';xlt J + 12' n" AI7)~ (A"x);+ \f2,} are normal to the
zone edges, where we use the notation (WI. wz).L = (11'2. -!rd.
As in the previous section, we will assume that, at time step 11, we know U7,J' the
average of U over Ai.)' The procedure for calculating UZ; 1 follows the same basic
outline as that for the rectangular grid case, We construct time-centered left and
right states at the zone edges. solve the Riemann problem, and dilTercnce the fluxes
conservatively, taking care that, at each step, the effect of the quadrilateral mesh is
accounted for in a suitable fashion.
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Constant
11 Lines

FIG . .1.

Geor.;etric interpretation of the difference c.pproximations lO the de,iv2.tives af the griu

mapping,

OUf

conservative difference step will be of the "finite volume" type:
,11

UnT1=C'"
+-(·(·A·'X)~., ,.F(UIl_+1?,.)_.f,j", )1.
I. J
1• .1
, - 1 ~'J
I ·1 L ,
\ I
X i +

I 2, "

F'-TtI+12)
(

l, + I

1. /.

(J i, ]

It is dear that this formula is a conservative finite difference approximation to (2 : ),
This formula can also be obtained by integrating (2. i) over L1 i.j X ern, [n T 1], applying the divergence theorem, and approximating the resulting surface imegraIs using
the midpoint formula. From that point of view, each of the terms multiplied by
At/a i j represents a time- and space-averaged flux through one of the edges of L1:. j '
Our strategy for obtaining values for U7: U'.J' U7;':'12 2 follows the pattern used
in the rectangular grid case. We extrapolate time-centered left and right limiting
states at the zone edges using (3,1). We then solve the Riemann problem usmg these
states for Eqs.
1) projected in the direction of the normal to the zone edges IE
physical space. We consider, for example, the zone edge centered at (i + 1/2, j) aDd
we wish to construct
U;':iLi,i.R' the left and right states at that ZOile
edge, The starting point for th'is is to consider the extrapolation formulae ar:atogous
to (2,7) for the system (3.1):

U:,:i.£i.L'

L'"
!

+

l.2 . =
c

~ 1 ".}.:>

lUI

L'

+ J ~ i + k (~U + il t cU

, . k. J -

c;

2

2

c/

(OF'

J::
au AI -~ . -~CF')
-U"
+~--1 + k.} ,
:1.
2J
~. -t- "
l':;
,
(s
C'1

=U

Il

'~.k.J+

(+~_
-,

"""

ill

"'JA~.
LJl,z+k

.t-

A~)CU'F.
.

:1,<
C~

-',+k

_dtcn~.F_i1tcP
':IT

... .1

:1,"
{'~

IJ
,_

~,,'

(Of
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where A(=n'1·A. The term (Llt/2J)((1n~/aO·F comes from putting 8F~/(1~ in nonconservation form and is equal to zero in the rectangular grid case. We break this
procedure into two steps:
(3.5)

un+ t:2
i+

_
12.j,S -

-0

1+ /i2,j,S

_ At (cn~

aF~)

21 c~' F + Of}

.

(3.6)

We approximate iJU!a~ by monotonized central differences and (1F~/aYf by upwind
differences. The term (an'l/a~)· F is differenced in such a way as to exactly cancel
the difference approximation to aPlc,) if there are no gradients in the '1 direction.
We first consider the calculation of (Ti+ 1.2. i,S' We approximate
(3.7)
where we havc replaced 1 and n(, n~ by the appropriate difference approximations
from (3.2). By analogy with the rectangular grid case, we want to approximate
(aujig) LI~i with (Lli':U)i,j' a central difference approximation to which some form
of monotonicity constraint has been applied. If the coordinate mapping is smooth,
then the formula (2.5) for equally spaced zones can be used without modification,
while retaining second-order accuracy in regions where the solution is smooth.
However, we replace the eigenvectors in the monotonicity constraints in (2,6) by
(Iii' 1'7,';), v = 1, ... , M, the left and right eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues
~
~A.rt of (j~x)ti·A(U7.). As before, we can also discard terms in (3.7)
corresponding to signals propagating away from the zone edge and allow for an
arbitrary choice of reference state Us, obtaining the following analogue of (2.10) for
a general quadrilateral grid:

AL ...

lJ+ 1 .• ?_,j,.,
. c=
1

US+PS(U"1, I

U~)
'-"

where
PSW=

We approximate (L1t/2J)(iJP/CI71 by an appropriate upwind difference
approximation, In general, it is of the form of the corresponding difference
approximation in the conservative difference step (3.3):
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Here [JT.1+ '" is calculated by solving a Riemann probi.:m for the proiected equations along - (J'X)i~i-t u with left and right states (GT't I 2L~ uJ,+ 12.R)· As in :he
rectangular grid case, Ui J + 12.S may be set to U'i~ 1 !-: or U,,}+ 12.S· Finally, ";e
approximate (L1 t/2J)( anry/cl1) . F using the finite difference approximations (3.2;.
l.

J.

_

""

Collecting our difference approximations, our final value for

_ I .• ~ ).L
\LJ X'i+k.,

12

,FI[TT

_((Ary.\J.
n

X)i+l.'2+k.j

r+k.;

,

_,All

\LJ

C;':i i},s is giyen

•

by

:

I 'J

;.F/[!"

,~

X'i __ '

2-+/.:._11

\1

\ -';+k.)J...!'

We obtain u;'~rUI by solving the Riemann problem for the projected equations
•
( ' 'I ) '
. h I ft
' ht saesLi,+1'£J.L,lr+li.j.P,V
t t
P
1- 1 '
,. ." 1- I '
r'" •. I '
" c:
along
LlXi:rl2..jWlt
e andng
r ,,12,sa,;sLles
finite difference approximations to the characteristic equations (2.4) for the characteristic surfaces through the (i + 1/2, j)th zone edge in physical space, similar to
II

(2.14 ).

The appropriate generalization of (2.17) as a CFL condition on the time step
given by

~s

' I . .J [I I
,L1I I\,
max ( A. .;.~'
I ),'/,' .\1-~,
.I ,Ii :::; 1.
'-I
.
.
1,J~\'

I

-I.

.

u1.jl

°

1, /

/

This is dimensionally correct since Ai-;', ).;,; contain factors of .1 ~x, j ~x. In the cas;:
of advection, and if the coordinate transformation is a linear map, one can
demonstrate by numerical evaluation of the Fourier transform, as was done for the
rectangular mesh case, that this is the correct CFL condition, In general, the time
step bound (3.l2) has the following interpretation in terms of characteristics: At
must be less than the time it takes a wave propagating in a direction normal to a
zone edge to reach an opposite zone edge.

4,

GAS DYNAMICS

We give m this section a detailed description of an algorithm of the :ypc
described above for the case of Euler's equations for inviscid compressible flow in
two space variables, in pianar geometry, on a general quadrilateral grid, The systerr,
we wish :0 solve is of the form (2.1), \vith M = 4, and
SR!/R7/1-13
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u=

(:u),
pL'

pE

F~(U) =

pu
)
2
( PU + p ,
pUV

puE+up

F1(U)=(

::v),

PV 2 + p

(4.1 )

pvE+p

where p is the density, (u, v) = u thc x and y components of velocity, and E the total
energy per unit mass. The pressure is derived from these quantities via an equation
of state, p = pep, e), where e is the internal energy per unit mass, given by
e = E - i(u 2 + v2 ). In this section, we will describe an algorithm suitable for use with
a polytropic equation of state, i.e., for p given by pip, e)=pe(I'-I), and the
adiabatic speed of sound c given by c 2 = },p/p. The case of a general convex equation of state is a straightforward extension of ideas in [6].
The projected eq uations for the system (4.1), are essentially those of gas
dynamics in one dimension. If we project the equations in the n direction for n a
unit vector, we can make a change of variables to obtain the following system
equivalent to (2.2):

aw
at

(lG( W)

-+--=0

ey"

(4.2)

Here UN = U . n, UT = U . n.l with the other variables defined as before. Since n is a
unit vector, u 2 + v2 = (U N)2 + (u T)2 so the formula for the internal energy e can use
either quantity. From these equations, it is clear that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the linearized system, as well as the solution to the Riemann problem, are
given by those for the I-dimensional gas dynamucs equations, with u T being treated
as a passively advected quantity. Hence, we can use the techniques of [4, 7] for
calculating solutions to the Riemann problem and for manipulating characteristic
variables.
Although the algorithm describcd here follows the same basic outline as those
given in the previous two sections, there are some differences, mainly with the
calculation of U; + l.'2,j,S' For the purpose of calculating Ui-t 1,2';'S, we make a nonlinear change of variablcs, performing the difference calculation of (3.5) in terms of
the primitive variables p, u, v, p, as was done in [7] for gas dynamics in one space
variable. We then transform back to the conservcd variables to calculate U7:/.:i,J,s'
This procedure enables us to perform our central difference calculation componentwise on the primitive variables, using formulas similar to (1.9), rather than
on the amplitudes of an expansion of L1 ~ U in terms of the right eigenvectors. Also,
since we are working in terms of the primitive variables, we can use the more
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elaborate central difference algorithm given in [61 which gives rise to a ste~per
representation of dicontinuities than (1.9).
In order to justify the use of the more elaborate algorithm for computing (1~r/c;
and, more generally., to understand the errors introduced by using difference
approximations to CU/Oe" such as (2.5), it is useful to make a local change
variables (;, Ii) <--> (a, b)

0:

a(~, 11) = J;,

.¢

((CX)2 (CV\

c~ + c'~)) d~'
2\ 12

(4.3 )

The coordinate ta, h) measure arc length along the grid lines {1] = const},
{~ = const}, respectively. It is easy to check that, for ((, YJ) sufficiently dose to
(~i' Ii,) the Jacobian of the above map is nonsingular, since the cross derivatIves
Cbi(:;~ = O( ((" - ~ i), (Jl- 'Ii))' Using the chain rule, we compute iJ U!i3~,o Qc:

ca/ci"),

Thus, the central difference approximation to CU/(;~ used in (3.8) can be viewed as
using a central difference approximation for ar/lca and dropping the term proportional to (:hic~, since it is of one order smaller in the mesh spacing. In terms of the
mesh in physical space, this corresponds to the assumption that the arc kng\.h
along each of the coordinate directions is a smoothly varying function of the other
coordinate. This is a condition satisfied in a wide variety of applications, even when
the grid mapping as a whole is not smooth, such as in the case of highly stretched
grids used in aerodynamics calculations. In the latter situation, one can retain the
formalism developed here but use an approximation to the derivatives appropriate
for a strongly varying mesh in the a- or b- direction.
In terms of the coordinate system (4.3), we can express U:l~ i}j.s in the form

e,"'IO
';'~ 1)-,j,S==

t..

til

';+12,),5--,-_(J i

[ai+k'Jt-I:2n~-+h.i+11"-"\\
A'
f<"[,T
)
'l+k.j+12

+ k.j

- Aa i " le.j--1 2n~+k.j-1·2· F( Uri k,j -11)
h
_ ,H..
+ F',LTini-t-k.j ). (Ab
LJ
i+ 1 2+k"i 1-1 2+k,)
~Ul_
where

b

j

\"l

::!-!-k"i- t 2 +k,jJJ,
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(4.6 )
G

n i. j

We calculate
applying (4.5):

(L1 !'. X )-L
i. if + 1(2 ]

_

[ +1/21 -

Ui + I '- 2,J,S

-

"

LJQi.)[ + 1.2]

•

by transforming to the variables V=(p,u,v,p)' before

Here Ti,j = V v UI V~'i and Psis defined by P s w = L"±;'~':k/O (l~'lv k.j w) r~~ k,j' where
th
'
t
dclgenvaueso
'
1 f Ti-.1i ' · 4 i . j ' Ti,j'.
I i,J,r i . i , ·i.i'v= 1
,.,',4
are
eClgenvecorsan
G, V

G, V

)

G, "

r o• 1 =

(l

p

p

b

b

~
p

11 "e

p

[a,j

=

(0, _n~p2c' _ n;p2c' _1_)
2c
2

/a,4

=

(0, n~p
n~p _1_)
2c .
'2c
2c

2

•

:q ~
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Here

!Il b =

(n~, Il~) and the subscripts i, j are suppressed. The time step contal

of the above eigenvalues, is given by

(3.12) in terms

max
1, ,. \

('I'

a."

Ai,}

Ll b i, ) Ll t
,

(J i l

]

I

n,' A-.:z i, j Li t \ \) :<

II

'

i I

)-i,j

I" 1'.

..,.
;J

!.

j

I

I

The approximation to (cf/lea)I", AG i,) we use is obtained by using a formula li;u~
( L9) for each component of f'. For example, \ve define, for q = p, p. It, t'.

if (q7-t-l,j- q:~ i)(q~:j -

q7- Ii) > O.

otherwise,

= 0

and set {J"qL. j = (:1~q);,j to obtain the algorithm anaiogom to (L9). tn the cakda·
tions presented in Section 5, we use the following algorithm, taken from [5]. which
yields a steeper representation of discontinuities:

Givc:n the values for Aav, we can give explicit formulas for l

i+ I

2./S:

- =V',',+ ( --maxfu~I,·n".+,.I/.
t
b
V
0) j t. !1 b /,j') .J"V!,l
L
l.].,
'1.;
i,I
""r.I',
--

--()i . ./

._\(~+

('=vn

'~l,)

R

({l'
_LftAb i .)
I-' r ~ 1 2. j, L _.
')
k,(j

i.,

')

·('''.b_.,

ffilnU,+l../

C'+I,.I'

nr+l../

i.,

o,LitAbi+l.j\Aa T/

-

,JiLl 'i+l.)

-0' 14

L]

~a,4_'11.·.,·, a.\' ,aT)"
(A. i. j
I. i, j H(l i, j . J Vi,)

otherwise:

[3 '1+

_LilLlbi-t-l,j()o,!
J'c.j.R -

=0

2rT

'1+ 1.)

;;- I.)

-)"'"

)"''-''

' i - l . j (.

I~

AQJ.'

I,J' '-'

,

i+

'.jf

if ), ~;. ! ,'< O.
otherwise.
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The formulas for C""j+112,S are identical to those given above, with the interchange
of i and j, n a and nb •
The calculation of U7:1~Li,S given Ui + 1 ' 2 ,J,S is given by (4.5), with UL+u the
solution to the Riemann problem for the equations projected in the n~j+ 1.-2 direction, with left and right states given by UJ) -I 1,2.5 = Ui,j + 1 '1, S or UL + 1, 2,s = UL ~ k'
In the calculations shown below, we use the latter choice,
The final conservative difference step is given by (3.3). We define

n1 IIi. j++'1'2
1.'2

, =

Fry,

I,j+ 12

Il

(

+ 1,'2

n + 1:2

n+ 1t2

n+

12

-

Ab

n+ 1,2

m i ,}+ 1,2 V i,j+ I '2Pi.f+
1~J+J/2

n+l/2

)

+ 1/2 L1 ~

m i,}+ 1/2 U i,/+ 1,2 ~ Pi,/+ 1'2
mn+I,2 (£"+1,.2

h
were

fl

1.}+T:2

fi;,

Yi./+ 112

Xi,j-i 1.'2
+pnTl,2 Ip" f·j,2

'

1/2 L

1,).1-1,.1/

n+l/2 ( h
11+1:2'J
i+l:2,jPi+lI1,j "i1-1.'1,j·U i + L2 , j '

)

1,j-l-lt2

11+1,2

-

A

11+1.'2

m i ,j+L2 a i,jt-l:2Pi,j+112
("~j+l'2'U7,;:'~~2) are the mass fluxes through the zone edges at U+!,j) and
(i, j + !). Then (3.3) is given by
m i + 112 ,j

-

LJ

Dissipation Mechanisms

In [7J, it was noticed that, in one space dimension, and near strongly nonlinear
shocks, the dissipation implicit in monotonicity constraints such as (3.6) and (4.8),
was insufficient to guarantee the correct jump in the Riemann invariants transported along the characteristic families which cross the shock. For that reason, it
was suggested that additional dissipation be added to the algorithm near such
discontinuities in the form of flattening of the interpolation functions and by adding
a small viscous dissipation term to the fluxes. Since both these forms of dissipation
were required for I-dimensional problems, it is expected that similar dissipation
would be required for the present algorithm, since, for i-dimensional problems, it
is similar to the algorithm in [7]. The second-order artificial viscosity used in [7J
can be applied without modifi~ation to the present algorithms simply by adding the
dissipative flux to each of the four fluxes, prior to the conservative differencing step,
The form these dissipative fluxes take in the case of a general quadrilateral grid is
also standard; see, e.g., [19]. The simplest flattening algorithm in [7] can be used,
with one important modification: in each zone, the slopes corresponding to the
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derivatives in each of the grid directions should be flattened by the same amount.
We define flattening Xu, "l,

=0

~4.9)

otherwise

where
C(z) =0

if z> .:[,

=1

if z < ':0:

= 1- z -zo
Z[-ZO

and
Si.J

= sign(p,+

l.} -

Pi-l.;)·

We define x7. i similarly. with the roles of i and} reversed. Then the slopes iJ"q. Jjq
obtained from (4.8) are reset to

f4.iO!

where

In the runs discussed in the next section, the parameters in the above algorithm
were set to be b=O.33, zo=0.75, z[ =0.85. In addition, we used the 2-dimensional
Lapidus viscous flux discussed in [7J with a coefficient of 0.1. These were the choice
of the parameters used in the corresponding algorithms for operator split calculations described in [7J and have been found to give adequate results when used with
the present algorithm over a wide range of problems.
Boundary CondiTions
It is straightforward to impose various continuation-type boundary conditions
(inflow, outflow, periodic, etc.) in regions where the grid has a natural extension
beyond the computational domain. Since the numerical domain of dependence of a
grid point is contained in the 9 x 9 block of grid points containing the point at the
center, then one can extend the original computational mesh by four grid poinls in
each direction and set the values of the extended part of the grid at the beginning
of each time step using the boundary conditions, thus supplying sufficient data tc
calculate the values on the original grid.
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The most common situation where one cannot extend the grid is in the case of
an impermeable surface, particularly on a body-fitted grid. Let us assume, for example, that the curve g(x) = ~;0-li2} is a reflecting surface, with the fluid contained
in the region g(x) > (io-1'2}' The algorithm described above can be applied
if we specify values for the slopes LJb~r q zo· -12'
LJb q . - 1 ' . and
without modification,
T
,,j"
10
for the fluxes F(U;0_1.'2,j)' F(U70~~~,). The slopes are given by
I .... ]

LJq;o,j= LJ;q;o,j=O,

q= p, p,

o~~ I

2,}'U

0~_1:2.j· LlJu;O,j = min( IUio,j' 0~_1:2..;1, 2 1(u;o H.j-U io ,}) . 0fo-,:2)
'f (Uio,;·0io-I.-2.)(Uio+l,j-Uio,j
b'
)

1

=0

sgn(u;O,j'

0~_I'2.j)

b
.Oio_1.2,j>O

otherwise.

(4.11 )

Given the slope information, it is possible to calculate 0;0- 1,'2 •J'• R, U~l~
11:22 J.' R' To
10
obtain the states U~-112,j' U70~ IlL, we solve Riemann problems projected in the
U.j direction, with left and right state given by
I
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Q - p, p, 0io-I.2,1· U
A

b

(4.12)

-Oio -1:2,j' Uio - I '2,j.R, - D io - I•2,}. R'

With this choice of left and right states, it is clear that uio - liZ,} = 0, so that the
advective terms in the fluxes at (io -·L j) vanish, leaving only the pressure terms in
the x- and y-momentum equations. Whatever approximate solution to the Riemann
problem is used should guarantee that the advective terms vanish in the flux
calculation at the wall,

5.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The gas dynamics algorithm described here has been used in a variety of applications in two dimensions, including flow in cascades and channels with body-fitted
meshes [9J, in adaptive mesh refinement calculations [2J, and in a conservative
front-tracking algorithm [3]. In addition, various forms of the algorithm for scalar
equations have been used to calculate flow in porous media [15].
We will present here two gas dynamics calculations, both done on rectangular
grids. The first is the calculation of a steady state regular shock reflection described
in [23], which has been used extensively as a test problem for numerical methods
used in aerodynamic calculations [25]. The second test problem is the double
Mach reflection of a shock off an oblique surface, used in [22] as a test problem
for comparing the performance of various difference methods on problems
involving strong shocks. Since our purpose is to demonstrate that the current
method has the same resolution as the corresponding operator split algorithm, we
present also a calculation of the latter problem performed by using in an operator
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FIG. 5.

Steady state regular rcncctilln problem.

split formulation the l-dimensional algorithm obtamed by restricting the aigorihtm
described in Section 4 to one dimension.
In the first test problem, the computational domain is a rectangle of length 4 and
height 1 (Fig. 5). This domain is divided into a 60 x 20 rectangular grid,-Niih.
ilx = -h, Jy = 10. The boundary conditions are that of a reflecting surface along the
bottom boundary, supersonic outflow along the right boundary, and Dirichlet
conditions on the other two sides, given by
(p~ U, L', p)

10.y.r)==

(p. u, v, P )llx.1.

tI

=

(1., 2.9,0., 1 1.4 ~

(1.69997, 2.61934, .50632, 1.52819).

Initially, we set the solution in the entire domain to be that at the left boundary;
we then iterate for 500 time steps using a CFL condition of 0.9, at which time ~hc
solution reaches a steady state.
In Fig. 6, we show a contour plot of the pressure. The contours are eql:.aIly
a
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Numerical solution to regular rellectlOn problem: (a) with flattening: : h! withcu! f1a:kn;ng.
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FIG. 7.

Comparison of pressure profiles for regular reflection problem along the line y = 0.525

(j = 11): x-with flattening, ",-without flattening.

spaced, with contour levels of 0.1, beginning at O. The shocks have a nearly
monotone transition, and are fairly narrow, with some slight spreading on the high
pressure side of each shock. This spreading is due to the flattening algorithm (4.10).
We sec this in Fig. 7. where we plot profiles of the solution at y = 0.525, computed
with and without flattening. The width of the shocks is about 2-2! zones in the
normal direction, where this figure is obtained by counting the number of points in
the transition in Fig. 7, and multiplying it by sin(tan- 1((L1x/dy)ltan(Cl)I», where
!'f. is the angle between the direction tangent to the shock and the x direction, The
shock transition with flattening is slightly broader; however, the transition without
flattening has some low-amplitude oscillations, which are not present in the
solution obtained with flattening, Even though the shocks are supersonic on both

a

b

FIG. 8. Ramp reflection problem: (a) initial configuration; (b) double Mach reflection at later times:
solid lines are shocks: dotted lines are slip surfaces.
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FIG. 9. Numer;cal solution of ramp problem using the method described in Sect:on 4. The mes~_ i'i
a rectangular mesh of 400 x 100 zones, with the reflecting wall beginning 20 mesh lengths from the !owe c
left corner. LJx = Jy = I~O' and the time shown is
grid results in [22J

1

= 0.2;

thus this calculation corresponds to ,he fi:'.esr

sides, there is no difficulty with uncontrolled diffusion of the discontinuities, This is
in contrast to the resuits obtained with first-order upwind methods, where steady
shocks remain quite sharp if the transition is supersonic/subsonic, but which sprc3.d
over many zones if the transition is supersonic/supersonic. Indeed, the main
difficulty for the present method is to ensure that the shocks are broad enough oc
that sufficient dissipation occurs across the shock, as was the case with the operator
split second-order methods,
The second test problem is unsteady shock reflection problem, A planar shock ;s
incident on an oblique surface, with the surface at a 30 e angle to the direction of
propagation of the shock (Fig. 8). The fluid in front of the shock has zero velocity,
and the shock Mach number is equal to 10. The solution to this problem is seiisimilar, with U a function of (x, y, t) only in the combination (x/t, .1'/ t), In Fig, 9,
we show the results of calculation of this test problem performed with the present
unsplit second-order method: in Fig. 10. the corresponding results obtained with
the operator split method, The results of the two calculations are essentially identical, supporting the assertion that the unsplit method has the same resolution as the
corresponding operator split method. However, a considerable degree of care was
required in the un split scheme for this to be the case. The choice of (2,15), rather
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FIG. 10. Numericai solution of ramp reflection problem. using Gperat()f split method. with nU!"rrer;cai
parameters the same as for Fig. 9.
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than (2.13), in calculating the transverse derivative in the predictor step is essentiaL
otherwise, one obtains considerably lower resolution in the jet along the wall in the
double Mach region. The accuracy in the double Mach region is also sensitive to
the reflecting boundary conditions. The former difficulty has no analogue in the
operator split method; as for the latter problem, the operator split method gives the
same results which much simpler boundary conditions. Finally, the multidimensional flattening algorithm given by (4.10) was required to eliminate low-amplitude
noise behind the shocks, whereas the operator split algorithms required only the
I-dimensional flattening algorithm in [7J to be applied in each sweep.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have derived explicit second-order Godunov-type methods in
two space variables by using the wave propagation properties for multidimensional
hyperbolic equations and by limiting some of the second-order terms to suppress
oscillations. The calculations in Section 5 indicate that we have been successful in
the goal stated in the Introduction of producing an algorithm with comparable
performance to the operator split second-order Godunoy methods, at a comparable
cost. In retrospect, this is not surprising, since the multidimensional algorithm
consists of combinations of the 1-dimensional operators which appear in the
operator split schemes. In particular, the same Riemann problems appear in the
present method as in the operator split methods, since in the former case averaging
the solution to the characteristic form of the equations over a zone edge provides,
via (2.4), a natural choice of a direction in which to project the multidimensional
equations for solving the Riemann problem. However, there are differences between
the present algorithms and the operator split approach. The algorithms discussed
here are somewhat more expensive, requiring twice as many solutions to the
Riemann problem as the corresponding operator split algorithm. Since the cost of
solving the Riemann problem for a polytropic equations of state constitutes half the
cost of the calculation in one dimension [6], this leads to an algorithm which takes
50 % more time than the operator split algorithm. In the regular reflection problem,
the vectorized implementation on the Cray 1 advanced about 24,000 zones by one
time step in each cpu second, consistent with this estimate and the timing figures
for the corresponding 1-dimensional algorithm given in [6]. Also, the multidimensional algorithms appear to be more sensitive to various details of the
implementation, requiring a greater degree of care, such as for the reflecting
boundary conditions (4.11 )-(4.12), and for the flattening algorithm (4.10).
There arc a number of straightforward applications and extensions of the
methods described here. It is possible to introduce quadratic interpolants, as in [7J,
to evaluate (] in the predictor step in order to improve the resolution of linear
discontinuities by means of contact detection and steepening. Conservation laws for
which the fluxes have an explicit spatial dependence, such as for incompressible
multiphase flow in porous media, can be easily treated using similar techniques to
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the ones used for the general quadrilateral meshes. The treatment of a genera! equation of state via the techniques in [6J is accomplished by introducing an additional
t,ansport equation for }' = pipe + 1 for use in the predictor step for the transverse
derivatives. Thus introduces some additional complication into the method, which
is more than offset by the fact one need only evaluate the equation of state once per
zone per time step.
There are some problems for which the formalism given here is attractive, but for
which the extensions are no\. entirely straightforward. One of these is the eXl:ension
of this method for calculation of problems in Lagrangian coordinates in two dimensions. The difficulty here is that the motion of the grid must be obtained from 11:c
~,olution itself; unlike in one dimension, neither the solution nor the fluxes c~fi:
defined at the corners of the mesh, where it is most natural to specify the motIOn
of the grid, Consequently, some form of averaging of the velocities mllst be irrtroduced in order to move thc grid, bm one which does not degrade the resolution of
the method [17]. Finally, there is the question of the extension of these ideas to
three dimensions. If we just take as our advection algorithm tnc 3-dimensiolli:lj
analogue of (1.2). we arrive at an algorithm for systems which satisfies the p!'o\)erties (l )-(3) in the Introduction. but requires l2 solutions to the Riemann problem
per zone per time step; this is in contrast to the 3 solutions required by an open:o,
split method. The large number of solutions to the Riemann problem comes from
the fact that for each coordinate direction in three dimensions, the analogLie of ~he
predictor step for the transverse derivatives (2.9) requires a calculation comparaole
to the full 2-dimensional calculation described in this paper. However, { we are
v\'lBing to relax the third requirement somewhat, Vie obtain an 3lgorithm wb:cb
requires only 6 solutions to the Riemann problem by using ~he extension of dono~
cell differencing to systems to evaluate the transverse derivatives in the predicto~
step: equivalently, \lie would be ignoring the contri';)utions c·J.c to transpon fr:m:
zones offset by one mesh length in all three directions, which correspond tc thirdorder terms in the truncation error. In both cases, we woc.ld obtain algorith,ns
which, for 2-dimensional problems aligned with one of the mesh directions, g;·..·e
identical results to the algorithms described it: this paper. The question as to "Jnat
the appropriate formulation is for problems in three dimensions is undoumed::i
p::-oblem dependent and probably can be resolved only by numerical experiment c .
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